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his~tantiiinentis frequency doubling is demonstrated In gennani. gloss support
00 doped ulici planar wuvcgulde" depotited on rused silicaam u'tirate, by qasi-phidiemiitching with an externally applied, ___________

lxeriok41 c DC rield. The DC field periodicity which causes iectrodeQS~ IkAqLICrkY doubling corresponds to the heat length between the
_____ undiatooital and second harmionic light propagating in the-

hzlnrrdur:in: r 1n hotoindUced efficient frequency doubling of 1.064-
juii raditdion was first observed in germanium doped silica fibres e
in 1986 11]. Recently this has also been achieved in planar dielec- Fig. I Perhkcic thectrode struecaire and placenruu: relative to pit 2
iric %Yavci'uites made from the same materials [21. All of the pro nor tvavegu;.de
posedý theories ot explain this phenomenon are based on the
or iginal hypothesis of Stolen and Tom that the photoinducing .-

process Lreates .1 per.-ianent internal DC electric field wvhichNdY ae
breaks the iniversion symmetry in the glass r' 10ling in an effective KTP crysa h~j.f waveplate
X.,' and that the periodicity of this field provides the quasi-phase- at 1064nfm
matching necessary for t:1fiieint SHG [31.- mirror /harmonic beamcsplitter

In 1981), Kasluyap [41 applied an external periodic DC field to
the exposed core of an optical fibre and was able to induce instan-
taneous SHG iihich was controlled by the applied voltage. It, potorising polcirising
1975, Levine and Bethea [5] achieved SHG by applying a periodic beamsplftetr beamsplitter
electric field to a liquid planar waveguide. In this Letter we f ilter fle
present the results of using at similar technique on a planar dielec- (rmqsS)(remnoves fundamental)
tiic waveguide. The planar waveguide., quasi-phasemnatched fre- mirror
quency doubler presented in this Letter hats the advantage over the (SH only) mirror ý17
l-ibre technique of being easily fabricated using standard photoli- 11
thography techniquies and can be manufactured simultaneously lens
i..ith othecr integrated optical components. rs

To provide thle correct periodicity for qt:-,si-phasematcluing, theE
nonlineartly must he strong only at points where the fundamental
and s'conld h!LrmnlliC are in-phase. This periodicity Az is given by stage
tile cxpresvaollvlae1

12ji,- jlý, I - (1)V
where li,, is the propagation constant for the IR light and is bxa
the propagaution constant for the green light. If prisms are used to iear
couple lighIt into thie waveguide, the propagation constants can .be Fig. 2 Experintenral setup fo~r EFISII ,reasuremcents
dect-ermined experimentally tiorn the prism coupling angles using
thle equmationl SI- from crystal is used to align PrMT with correct mode in green and

/ 9 is blocked during EFISH measurement
!J= lip/,.( Co 0 (2) 0 measured EFISlI-

w~here it, is the prism refractive index, 0, is the incidence angle ofr voltage squared
the light internal to the prism and A-, is the optical wavenumber in
free ,pace, to optimise the detected SH signal. By adjtisting the angle or the

electrodes, the effective periodicity can be modified. Once the Sf1
l)euvcrtPipti o4 s'vptrintenu: The waveguitles used to obtain thle signal is optimised, the SI-IC is measured as at function of applied
rcsltihs in thts paper were fabricated using argon ion beam sputter- voltage.
ing ol'silica and germanium onto commercial, optical grade fused
silica sibstrates. 'fhe sputtering rate was 0.11 nmn/s in a partial Ressults: By measuring the prism coupling angles for green iond IR,
pressure of !o ,lurr of oxygen. The film used in this study swas it was determined that the quasi-phasematching period for the 3.5
-3.51tir thick,. Atuger analysis indicated that the Ge02 content ofr liii waveguide is 26.7iuai. This was for the lowest order TM mode
the film was -m .The refractive index of the substrate is 1.4607 in both the green and IR. We found the greatest 5110 on the 3.5
at 0.5321im and 1-4496 at l.064tim. The refractive index of the itm thick waveguide using an interdigitated electrode structure
filmo lvis measured to he 1.546 at 0.532 1tm and 1.532 at 1.0461ium with 384 digits having a 261tm periodicity which was rotated 7.9*
tising thle prism coupling method, to the optical path. The individual celctiode fingers were 3pm

For these experiments. an interdigitated electrode structure was wide and the gaps were l01tri between fingers. This provides an
Mounted above the waveguide, as illustrated in Fig. I. The experi- efrective electrode periodicity of -26.25tsm. The Maximum SHG
miental setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. The output from a Q switched with 50V applied across the electrodes wits a visible green spot at
(I kllz), modelocked (IOO0MI-liz, 200ps pulse FWHM) Nd:YAG the correct angle to indicate that it was in the TM. mode, The
laser is coupled into the waveguide. The output SH signal is average power used was 15mw of JR light and resulted in 0.1 nW
detected with at photomultiplier and averagedt with a boxcar inte- of green. With the electrode periodicity fixed at 7.9', the SilO
grator. wits measured as a function of applied voltage (Fig. 3). The

To test the device, thle voltage source is applied to the electrodfe observed quadratic dependence of the electric field induced SIIG
struct tire. I R light is coupled through the- waveguide and the angle intensity with voltage 1s expected from xel) EFISH.
of' the electrodes with respect to the optical path is varied in order We were also able to generate it signal in the TAt5 mode in this
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- flmh~tism~heelctrdepetodeiy o 7ttmcloe o he Engineering of barrier band structure for
calcutifted quitisi-pltdsemaiclslng period for this mode. It If. several electroabsorption IVQVV mrodulators
orders of' ngi~igttitle lower than that observed for the 'TA10 mode.

______________R. Sahara, K. Morito and 1-1. Soda

ý!20 I nde-xing term.s: lied structure. Eleootwahorption misadiLwsly,
C . Senticanduwin, qutantio wells

biB-.The introduction of tensile strain to the barriers or lnGaAsi'
mliununwell. X - 1.355Iu, efeciroobsorption modulators is

proposedt. It decrease the vatlence hand baitier height, anti heavy

U ~hole escape time. which greatly increases the opticail saturation10 , intensity leading to smaller, lower capacitance mnodtulators with

C Extrnal e power handling capabilitiles.

Ln Exernaloptical modulators are very useful for avoiding the chirp
associated with the direct modulation or semiconductor laser

0 L,~ - 5 diodes used in long distance high bit rate systems. Multiquantumt
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4 0 well modulators arc attractive because they have a greater band

applied voltage amedge shirt than bulk Franz-Keldysh modulators allowing lower

Hgn. 3 Geeadscn amncWfjcin(fapidvlaedrive voltages compatible with high speed electronics. However,
G~n~atc secnelharonico~ftc~on ettpe gthe barriers that enhance the band-edge shirt also decre ,e the sat-

'ptIR is itn 7TM, mode eind output green is detected in TAY0 mode urition intensity or the modulator ir improperly de, .ned [1]. In
this Letter, tensile strained barriers ror MQWV modulators are pro-
posed to increase the hole escape rate and therehy increase the

Cotdnsionts: WVe have presented a device consisting or a germa- optical saturation intensity. Tensile strained wells have been pro-
niuenm dope:d glass waveguide and a periodic electrode structure posed to increase the absorption and saturation characteristics fo
which is capable of instantaneously rrequency doubling 1.064tem MQW materials by increasing the density fo excitable slates [2].

light. We have *demonst rated that a periodic DC electric Field is An increase in saturation intensity is needed ror shorter, lower
pei- capacitance, high speed modulators, and for improved optical

capable or inducing this frequency doubling in glass ir the pei- power handling to extend repeater spacing and induce optical fibre
dicity is correct for quasi-phasemnatching. We hive been able to nonlinear effects sucha~s solitons.
stcectively excite dlifferent SH waveguiding modes by varying the The optical saturation of quantum well materials is cattsed by
electrode periodicity. The planar waveguide geometry of the device carrier-s in the well occupying all the excited states. By increasing

taksit suitahle lfor integration into atn integrated optical device, the escape rate of the carriers the saturation intensity can be
increased. To take advantage of the sharp exciton resonance, how-

We wuldliketo cknolede th declopen- ever, the carrier escape time cannot be reduced below the cxcitoit
.fenow'de',;ntr ~V wold iketo cknwlege he eveopmn- lifetime which is -100rs for the In~xaAsP material system at room

tab optical facility at Phillips Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, temperature. Improving the thermal emission and tunnelling rate
New NMcxico, for the thi.i film production. This work was per- are the most practical methods of decreasing the carrier escape
formed in part at th, N'ational Nanofabrication Facility which is time because recombination is slow, and adding impurities to

supported by the National Science Foundation under grant ECS- accelerate recombination will destroy the exciton resonance. Mak-
S(1949,CorellUniersty n~lindutril afilate. Tis ork ing the barriers thinner or increasing the applied electrical field801949,Corell nivrsiy an inustial ffiiats. Tis ork will reduce the tunnelling time of both the electron and holes r

Was also sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research simultaneously. The heavy hole escape time is generally much ..... ...
on~d the National Science Foundation under grant ECS-90S8527. longer than the electron escape time due to the relativcly large . .. .

valence band offset and heavy hole mass in the lnGaAsP system.

I Hp 1994 9 March 1994 Increases in the saturation intensity have been demonstrated by ...
1-1ctruncs ettes OlineNo:1994480decreasing the valence barrier height through the introduction of
l~lcfr~WS ~cn-rs nlie N: ~aluminum into the barrier (3]. By uping tensile strain, the problemsI

1'. S. WVeitzman, J. J. Kcster and 1U. Osterberg (Frank J. Seller of introducing aluminum into the growth chamber, end its associ- ýCodes
Research Ltthoraiorv. US Air Force Academny, CO 80840-6272, USA) ated device rcliability issues can be avoided. In addition, tensile IJ

strain in the barrier can compensate for the compressive strain in 'd Jor
1', S. Weitzmnan and U. Osterberg: Permanent address: Thayer School the quantum well which has been used to enhance the band edge ýlalI
ot'Enrginceritig, Dartmoth College, Hanover, NH 03755, USA shift [4].
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